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ABSTRACTS  

The phenomenon of the child soldier in modern day conflict remains an issue of global concern. 

Recruitment of child soldiers seems to be concealed to the fact that they are expendable, easily 

replaceable and cheaper to maintain. Children are recruited into armed conflicts to carry out 

different roles which violate international, regional and State instruments prohibiting the 

practice. The aim of this research is to examine the recruitment and use of child soldiers within 

the laws regulating armed conflict.  

This research adopted the doctrinal library-based research methodology. The legal instruments 

relating to child soldiers such as the Geneva convention, Additional Protocols to the Geneva 

Conventions, Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, African Charter on the Rights 

and Welfare of the Child and Optional Protocol II to the Convention on the Rights of the Child 

on the Involvement of Children in Armed Conflict and including the opinion and views of 

authors, scholars were also examined.  

Findings revealed that the use of children in armed conflict remain unabated despite the laws 

prohibiting the practice. Governments, armed groups, rebels, militias and emerging terrorists’ 

groups such as Boko Haram continue the recruitment and use children in armed conflicts. 

Children are held criminally culpable by State forces for war crimes despite being forcefully 

recruited.  The research concluded that, there is still prevalence of the use of child soldiers 

despite laws prohibiting the practice. Revision of the Legal frameworks on the prohibition of 

child Soldiers would ensure enforcement and stiffer punishments for violators. Provisions 

exempting culpability of child soldiers need to be more prominent in the laws. 

                                                 
1 Etimbukl Ibange is of the Faculty of Law, University of Ibadan, Oyo State. Nigeria 
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1.0. Introduction  

Conflicts are inevitable in human life and existence and is always present at every point in time. 

However, when conflicts are violent, and depending on the nature and type of intervention 

schemes used, they remain unresolved and can become protracted thereby disrupting 

policymaking and development since attention is diverted from issues that will otherwise 

improve the lives of people to the conflict.2 Violent conflicts pose serious threats to human 

security, peace, life, stability, social and economic activities, weakens institutions, breaks social 

cohesion and causes humanitarian tragedies such as internal displacement, upsurge of refugees 

and rape.3 The violent nature of conflict entails disputing parties warring against each other 

using every resource both man and weapons at their disposal and as such a protracted violent 

lead to the depletion of these resources especially that of man which leads to the alternative of 

obtaining of untrained individuals likes civilians and most dishearteningly children to fight in 

conflicts against an opposition. Even though being least responsible for the outbreak of violent 

                                                 
2 Conflicts  Are  Inevitable  in  Human  Life  Politics  Essay.  Retrieved  march  22,2021  from  
https://www.ukessays.com/essays/politics/conflicts-are-inevitable-in-human-life-politics-essay.php   
3 Nhema, A. G & Zeleza, P.T.2008.The roots of African conflicts: the causes &costs. Oxford: James Currey; Athens, 
Ohio: Ohio University Press; Pretoria: UNISA Press.  
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conflict, children are disproportionately at risk of being affected by the violence and exploitation 

that occur in war zones.   

 During times of protracted violence, when families are internally displaced or have to cross 

borders as refugees, communities are attacked, destroyed or occupied, families are internally 

displaced, their lives become chaotic and disruptive. This chaos can result in separation between 

family members, including children from their parents, and as such making them susceptible to 

conscription as combatants in armed conflict,4 which has invariably made the phenomenon of 

‘child soldiers’ a policy priority in the humanitarian field. A ‘child soldier’ is commonly defined 

as any person under 18 years of age who is part of any kind of regular or irregular armed force or 

armed group in any capacity, including but not limited to cooks, porters, messengers, and those 

accompanying such groups other than purely as family members”.5  

There are tens of thousands of child soldiers among the ranks of combatants in international and 

internal armed conflicts around the world with many child soldiers committing heinous acts that 

constitute war crimes, the reality of which many child soldiers, especially the youngest of them, 

are war victims even as they perpetrate atrocities that shock the conscience of men.6 Children 

                                                 
4 Child soldiers: what you need to know. Retrieved March 10,2021, from 
https://www.wvi.org/stories/childprotection/child-soldiers-facts-and-foundations  
5 The Cape Town Principle was adopted at the Symposium on the prevention of recruitment of children into 
armed forces and on the demobilization and social reintegration of child soldiers in Africa. This took place from 
the 27th to the 30th of April 1997 in Cape Town in South Africa.  
6 Curn, E & Lamce, J.2013. The right to protect children under international law: the case of child soldiers. 
Academic Journal of Interdisciplinary Studies. MCSER Publishing, Rome-Italy.vol.2, No 8 ,670-674.  6 Kononenko, 
I.2016.Prohibiting the use of child soldiers: contested norm in contemporary human rights discourse. Nordic 
Journal of Human Rights. Vol 34, No 2,89-103.  7 Moody, Z.2014.Transnational treaties in children’s rights: norm 
building and circulation in the twentieth century. Paedagogcia Historica. Vol 50, Nos 1-2, 151-164.  
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become part of an armed force or group for various reasons, some are abducted, threatened, 

coerced or manipulated by armed actors while others are driven by poverty and compelled to 

generate income for their families, others associate themselves for survival or to protect their 

families and communities.   

 The evolution of international legal instruments which address the phenomenon of child soldiers 

demonstrates the international legal community’s endeavour to delineate childhood as a violence 

free space, in need of special protection and as such development of international legal thought 

and policy on the phenomenon of child soldiers has arguably evolved from challenging the 

appropriateness of the practice of enlisting children in legal documents, to enforcing a 

prohibition regime on children in armed conflict in the International Criminal Court (ICC)6. 

During the 20th century, the perception of the problem of child soldiers as a human rights issue 

became a predominant phenomenon as the issue of children’s rights in conflict became more 

widely recognised and was promoted within the international legal community.7However, it was 

not until the 1990’s when the rights of children in conflict were framed as a specific issue area 

with Systemic changes, triggered by the end of the Cold War, and the efforts of a broader human 

rights network generated the proliferation of international human rights law instruments to 

address the problem of child soldiers.7   

 War and conflict have been an incidental part of the human existence given the insatiable nature 

of man over resources, territories and power and this entails engaging in conflicts and wars in 

                                                 
7 Carpenter, C.2007. Setting the advocacy agenda: theorizing issue emergence and non-emergence in transnational 
advocacy networks. International Studies Quarterly. Vol 51, No.1,99-120.   
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order to assert rights and positions with respect to the existing dispute. The nature of war and 

conflict necessitates the use of well-trained soldiers and combatants such as members of military 

forces, members of guerrilla forces (even though not in uniform) in waging war against an 

enemy or an opposition and a lot of resources are expended in procuring and maintaining these 

categories of persons for combat. However due to the lack of resources and unavailability of 

trained soldiers and combatants in waging war, the need for alternative combatants arose and 

children were resorted to in order to fight as combatants in armed conflicts as they are less 

expensive to maintain and also readily available for recruitment. The use of children in armed 

conflict brought about the conception of child soldiers. The use of children as child soldiers in 

international and non-international armed conflicts around the world negates the belief that 

children are among the most vulnerable categories of humans and as such should be accorded 

protection rather than used as combatants thus denying them the innocence of their childhood 

and basic rights.  The use of child soldiers in armed conflicts has been identified as one of the 

worst forms of child labour with children under the age of 18 years and some of whom are much 

younger recruited to fight in armed conflict.8  

 It is estimated that approximately 300,000 children have participated as combatants in armed 

conflicts both internationally and nationally around the world.10 The phenomenon of child 

soldiers is not new as it has turned into a common practice with governments, militias and 

                                                 
8 Vautravers, A. J.2008.Why child soldiers are such a complex issue. Refugee Survey Quarterly. Vol.26,96 -107. 10 
Hackenberg, M.L.2000.Can the optional protocol for the convention on the rights of the child to protect the 
Ugandan child soldier. Indiana International & Comparative Law Review. Vol.10, No.2,417-418.  
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especially rebel organisation actively recruiting children in large numbers to participate in armed 

conflict throughout the world9.The phenomenon of child soldiers became prevalent since the end 

of World War II, with the participation of children in armed conflict contributing fundamentally 

to wars.10 The participation of children in armed conflict is a widespread phenomenon which is 

particularly prevalent in developing countries where political, economic and social instability are 

rampant.  

Indeed, despite legal instruments prohibiting both forced, compulsory and voluntary recruitment 

of children under 18 years in armed conflict, most child  soldiers between the ages of 14 and 18 

years old and even as young as 7 years have been recruited into state and non-state armed forces 

as child soldiers11.Child soldiers are both boys and girls, however boy soldiers ‘commit acts of 

atrocity’ more than girls do,12 additionally, while both boys and girls are victimized by sexual 

violence as child soldiers, ‘adolescent girls’ tend to be the first to be victimized during armed 

conflict13.However, many children ‘volunteer’ to join the military or rebel forces and it can be 

                                                 
9 Gates, S.& Reich, S.2010. Child soldiers in the age of fractured states. Eds. Gates, S. & Reich,S.: University of 
Pittsburg Press, 3-13.  
10 Brett,R & McCallin, M. 1998. Children: The invisible soldiers. Rädda Barnen (Swedish: Save the Children): 
Stockholm.  
11 According to the UNICEF verified data more than 5,700 children, some as young as 7 years old were recruited 
into fighting in the Syrian civil war between 2011-2020.Syrian conflict 10 years on:90 per cent of children need 
support as violence, economic crisis and COVID-19 pandemic push families to the brink. Retrieved March 16,2021 
from https://www.unicef.org/press-releases/syria-conflict-10-years-90-cent-children-need-supportviolence-
economic-crisis-and   
12 Drumbl, M.A.2012.Reimagining child soldiers in international law and policy. Oxford: Oxford University press.  
13 Machel, G.2009. Machel Study 10-Year Strategic Review: Children and Conflict in a Changing World. UNICEF  
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argued that some of ‘these children are more likely   responding to a variety of pressures such as 

economic, cultural, social and political pressure.’14 

Children suffer disproportionately in war, and they benefit disproportionately less in peace,15 the 

vulnerability of children used in armed conflict is further portrayed whereby an armed conflict is 

resolved with a treaty, the needs of children in general and child soldiers specifically are rarely 

addressed or given priority in the peace agreement. Once an armed conflict subsides and child 

soldiers are able to return to civilian life, many of them no longer have anyone to turn to because 

their family may have been displaced or even killed during the conflict. There are even times 

when a family will reject a former child soldier due to crimes they may have committed or 

because of ‘perceived alliances with enemies, or social consequences arising from disability, 

psycho-social difficulties, pregnancy, diseases and other possible effects’ of the armed conflict.16   

 There are numerous human rights treaties and international humanitarian laws that focus on the 

rights of the child and how they are owed special protections, especially in times of conflict and 

this is indeed enunciated in the preamble to the Declaration of the Rights of the Child, ‘‘the 

child, by reason of his physical and mental immaturity, needs special safeguards and care...  

                                                 
14 Ibid  
15 Cohn, I.1999. The Protection of Children in Peace making and Peacekeeping Processes.  Harvard Human Rights 
Journal.Vol.12,130-194.  
16 Alfredson, L.2002. Child soldiers, displacement and human security. Disarmament Forum Journal. Vol. 3, 1727.  
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mankind owes the child the best it has to give’’ and this is also further articulated in principle 9 

of the Declaration of the Rights of the Child17. Despite increased international awareness and  

attention to children’s rights since the 1990’s, child soldiers are still being used and largely 

overlooked in peace-making and peacekeeping processes. Quite often child soldiers’ roles in a 

conflict and the subsequent peace agreement are not even acknowledged, let alone addressed, 

when the disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration (DDR) programs are created during 

the peace negotiations. The effect is twofold: child soldiers become invisible in the aftermath of 

the conflict because their role in the conflict is overlooked, and their interests in reintegrating 

back into society after the conflict has ceased are disregarded. This in turn can perpetuate the 

conflict and contribute to instability in the region simply because the children know no other 

lifestyle or skill than that of a combatant.18  

 

2.0. Definition of terms  

For a better understanding of this study, it is essential to give some key definitions to the terms 

that maybe encountered in the course of this paper.  

2.1.Armed conflict:   

International humanitarian law distinguishes two types of armed conflicts, namely:   

                                                 
17 Principle 9 of United Nations General Assembly, Preamble to the "Declaration of the Rights of the Child," G.A. 
res. 1386 (XIV), 14 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 16) at 19, U.N. Doc. A/4354, (1959) states that ‘The child shall be 
protected against all forms of neglect, cruelty and exploitation. He shall not be the subject of traffic, in any form.  
18 Mukhar,R. 2014. Child Soldiers and Peace Agreements. Annual Survey of International & Comparative Law:  
Vol. 20: Iss. 1,73-100.  
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i) International armed conflicts, opposing two or more States, and  ii) Non-international 

armed conflicts, between governmental forces and nongovernmental armed groups, or 

between such groups only.   

According to the provision of Article 2 to the Geneva Conventions of 194919 an international 

armed conflict (IACs) is those which oppose "High Contracting Parties", meaning States, have 

recourse to armed force against another, regardless of the reasons or the intensity of the 

confrontation. There may be an IAC, even though one of the belligerents does not recognize the 

government of the adverse party in other words it is irrelevant to the validity of international 

humanitarian law whether the States and Governments involved in the conflict recognize each 

other as States. Apart from regular, inter-state armed conflicts, Additional Protocol I extend the 

definition of IAC to include armed conflicts in which people are fighting against colonial 

domination, alien occupation or racist regimes in the exercise of their right to 

selfdetermination.20 Furthermore the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia 

(ICTY) proposed a general definition of international armed conflict. In the Tadic case, the  

                                                 
19 Article 2 to the Geneva conventions of 1949 states that ‘‘In addition to the provisions which shall be 
implemented in peacetime, the present Convention shall apply to all cases of declared war or of any other armed 
conflict which may arise between two or more of the High Contracting Parties, even if the state of war is not 
recognized by one of them. The Convention shall also apply to all cases of partial or total occupation of the 
territory of a High Contracting Party, even if the said occupation meets with no armed resistance.’’  
20 Article 1(4) Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the Protection of 
Victims of International Armed Conflicts (Protocol I), 8 June 1977, 1125 UNTS 3.  
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Tribunal stated that ‘‘an armed conflict exists whenever there is a resort to armed force between 

States’’21 This definition has been adopted by other international bodies since then.   

There are two main legal sources that determines what a non-international armed conflicts 

(NIACs) under international humanitarian law are: a) common Article 3 to the Geneva 

Conventions of 1949 b) Article 1 of Additional Protocol II. Common Article 3 to the Geneva 

Conventions of 1949 applies to ‘‘armed conflicts not of an international character occurring in 

the territory of one of the High Contracting Parties’’. These include armed conflicts in which 

one or more non-governmental armed groups are involved. Depending on the situation, 

hostilities may occur between governmental armed forces and non-governmental armed groups 

or between such groups only. In order to distinguish an armed conflict, in the meaning of 

common Article 3, from less serious forms of violence, such as internal disturbances and 

tensions, riots, isolated and sporadic acts of violence, the situation must reach a certain threshold 

of confrontation. It has been generally accepted that the lower threshold found in Article 1(2) of 

AP II, which excludes internal disturbances and tensions from the definition of  

NIACs, also applies to common Article 3. Two criteria are usually used in this regard22·  

                                                 
21 Prosecutor v. Dusko Tadic (Judgement in Sentencing Appeals), IT-94-1-A and IT-94-1-Abis, International Criminal 
Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY), 26 January 2000.  
22 Prosecutor v. Dusko Tadic,Supra. See also Prosecutor v. Limaj et al. (Trial Judgment), IT-03-66T, International 
Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY), 30 November 2005.  
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i) The hostilities must reach a minimum level of intensity. This may be the case, for 

example, when the hostilities are of a collective character or when the government is 

obliged to use military force against the insurgents, instead of mere police forces.   

ii) The non-governmental groups involved in the conflict must be considered as ‘‘parties to 

the conflict’’, meaning that they possess organized armed forces. This means for 

example that these forces have to be under a certain command structure and have the 

capacity to sustain military operations.23 A more restrictive definition of NIAC was 

adopted for the specific purpose of Additional Protocol II. This instrument applies to 

armed conflicts ‘‘which take place in the territory of a High Contracting Party between 

its armed forces and dissident armed forces or other organized armed groups which, 

under responsible command, exercise such control over a part of its territory as to enable 

them to carry out sustained and concerted military operations and to implement this 

Protocol’’59.  

This definition is narrower than the notion of NIAC under common Article 3 in two aspects. 

Firstly, it introduces a requirement of territorial control, by providing that non-governmental 

parties must exercise such territorial control ‘‘as to enable them to carry out sustained and  

concerted military operations and to implement this Protocol’’. Secondly, Additional Protocol II 

expressly applies only to armed conflicts between State armed forces and dissident armed forces 

                                                 
23 Schindler, D.1979. The different types of armed conflicts according to the Geneva Conventions and Protocols. 
Leiden, the Netherlands: Martinus Nijhof. 59 Article 1(1) Additional Protocol II.  
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or other organised armed groups. Contrary to common Article 3, the Protocol does not apply to 

armed conflicts occurring only between non-State armed groups.24  

2.2. Armed Forces   

The Paris Principles refers to armed forces as ‘the armed forces of a state’ while the Coalition to 

stop the use of child soldiers defines them as the military forces of a government.  

2.3.  Child Soldiers  

The ‘Cape Town Principles’25 state that: “Child soldier means any person under 18 years of age 

who is part of any kind of regular or irregular armed force or armed group in any capacity, 

including but not limited to cooks, porters, messengers, and those accompanying such groups, 

other than purely as family members”. Although the term ‘’child soldier’’ was not mentioned in 

the Paris principles however it used the term “A child associated with an armed force or armed 

group” to connote the term child soldiers to mean ‘any person below 18 years of age who is or 

who has been recruited or used by an armed force or armed group in any capacity, including but 

not limited to children, boys and girls, used as fighters, cooks, porters, messengers, spies or for 

sexual purposes. It does not only refer to a child who is taking or has taken a direct part in 

hostilities. As such this definition does not only refer to a child who is carrying or has carried 

arms. Furthermore, the universal recognition of soldiering during childhood is arguably also 

                                                 
24 International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), How is the Term "Armed Conflict" Defined in International  
Humanitarian  Law?,  March  2008.Retrieved  April  3,2021  from  
https://www.icrc.org/en/doc/assets/files/other/opinion-paper-armed-conflict.pdfjou  
25 Cape Town Principles and Best Practices, 1997.  

https://www.icrc.org/en/doc/assets/files/other/opinion-paper-armed-conflict.pdf
https://www.icrc.org/en/doc/assets/files/other/opinion-paper-armed-conflict.pdf
https://www.icrc.org/en/doc/assets/files/other/opinion-paper-armed-conflict.pdf
https://www.icrc.org/en/doc/assets/files/other/opinion-paper-armed-conflict.pdf
https://www.icrc.org/en/doc/assets/files/other/opinion-paper-armed-conflict.pdf
https://www.icrc.org/en/doc/assets/files/other/opinion-paper-armed-conflict.pdf
https://www.icrc.org/en/doc/assets/files/other/opinion-paper-armed-conflict.pdf
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indicated by blanket immunity from war crime prosecution and also the death penalty until the 

age of 18.26  

2.4. Child 

The term ‘child’ had appeared in some international legal documents such the declaration of the 

rights of the child27 but there was no legal definition until the adoption of the CRC which filled 

that gap. Pursuant to Article 1 of the CRC ‘a child means every human being below the age of 

18 years unless under the law applicable to the child, majority is attained earlier’. Also, 

according to Article 1 to the African charter on the rights and welfare of the child ‘a child means 

every human being below the age of 18 years. It can be noticed that, generally, CRC and the 

Charter adopted 18 years, which is the voting age in most countries as indicator for majority. In 

comparison other international legal frameworks have adopted the same position, according to 

the Paris principles28 “Child” refers to any person less than 18 years of age in accordance with 

the Convention on the Rights of the Child. Also, Article 2 of the International Labour 

Organisation (ILO) Convention No.182 on Worst Forms of Child Labour refers that the ‘term 

child shall apply to all persons under the age of 18’. However, one should pay attention to the 

noticeable flexibility of the Convention in defining a child. Apparently, “the moment at which a 

                                                 
26 Article 37(a) Convention on the Rights of the Child.  
27 Declaration on the Rights of the Child Proclaimed by General Assembly Resolution 1386(XIV) of 20 November 
1959.  
28 UN Children's Fund (UNICEF), The Paris Principles. Principles and Guidelines on Children Associated with Armed 
Forces or Armed Groups, February 2007. The "Paris Commitments" lay out detailed guidelines for protecting 
children from recruitment and for providing assistance to those already involved with armed groups or forces. 
They complement the political and legal mechanisms already in place at the UN Security Council, the International 
Criminal Court and other bodies trying to protect children from exploitation and violence.  
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person ceases to be a child and becomes an adult is not judged in the same way everywhere in 

the world”. It depends on the individual biological and psychological maturity, on cultural, 

social aspects and other criteria. The first article of the CRC includes these considerations with 

the qualification that it may be otherwise when majority is attained earlier29.  

3.0. Who is a child soldier?  

In certain societies, the age in which a child is considered to be an adult varies. Children from 

the age of 14 or 15 are considered adult, as such a young person of 15 who joins an armed group 

can therefore be considered as an adult according to his own culture. A child soldier could be 

defined as a child who participates actively in a violent conflict by being member of an 

organization that applies violence in a systematic way.30 The definition hinges, of course, on 

what is meant by armed conflict which is characterised by violence. According to the Coalition 

to Stop the Use of Child Soldiers ‘child soldier is any person under the age of 18 who is a 

member of or attached to government armed forces or any other regular or irregular armed force 

or armed political group, whether or not an armed conflict exists.’31   

The ‘Cape Town Principles’32 considers a child soldier to mean “any person under 18 years of 

age who is part of any kind of regular or irregular armed force or armed group in any capacity, 

                                                 
29 Olga, Z.2010. A critical analysis of the international humanitarian law and international human rights standards 
for the protection of children from recruitment and use in armed conflict. Thesis Human Rights Law. University of 
Bristol.  
30 Andvig, J.C.2006. Child soldiers: Reasons for variation in their rate of recruitment and standards of welfare.  

Retrieved April 13th,2021 from https://www.files.ethz.ch/isn/27887/704.pdf   
31 Coalition to Stop the Use of Child Soldiers 2001. Child Soldiers Global Report. London.  
32 Cape Town Principles and Best Practices, 1997.  

https://www.files.ethz.ch/isn/27887/704.pdf
https://www.files.ethz.ch/isn/27887/704.pdf
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including but not limited to cooks, porters, messengers, and those accompanying such groups, 

other than purely as family members”. In the Paris principles33 although the term “child soldier’’ 

was not mentioned however it used the term “A child associated with an armed force or armed 

group” to connote the term child soldiers to mean ‘any person below 18 years of age who is or 

who has been recruited or used by an armed force or armed group in any capacity, including but 

not limited to children, boys and girls, used as fighters, cooks, porters, messengers, spies or for 

sexual purposes. It however does not only refer to a child who is taking or has taken a direct part 

in hostilities.  

3.1. The rationale for using child soldiers in armed conflict  

The use of child soldiers as a global humanitarian discourse has been universally condemned as 

abhorrent and unacceptable. The phenomenon of ‘child soldiers’ became a prominent issue in 

the international humanitarian and human rights field with the release of Machel’s UN Study on 

‘’the Impact of Armed Conflict on Children’’ in 1996. ‘Child soldiering’ have been 

conceptualise in terms of a clear violation of universal children’s rights and a breach of 

international humanitarian law. In order to acquire a critical understanding and addressing the 

issue of child soldiers, the rationale for using children as combatants in armed conflict will be 

examined.  

a. Political factor  

                                                 
33 UN Children's Fund (UNICEF), The Paris Principles. Principles and Guidelines on Children Associated with Armed 
Forces or Armed Groups, February 2007.  
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The responsibility to protect is a genuine requirement for nations. Countries have the primary 

responsibilities to protect themselves against aggression (foreign or domestic), and also protect 

all human life including that of children.34 However this is not the case where the desire to 

increase the size and strength of their armed forces have made the recruitment of children a 

viable option for governments as well as opposing political factions, rebels and armed groups.   

Children have been recruited as combatants in armed conflict for a lot of political reasons 

resulting from agitation such as political liberty, survival, independence and recognition.  

According to Clausewitzt ‘war is nothing but a continuation of political intercourse with the 

admixture of different means.’77 The fight for political liberty, survival, independence from 

colonial rule and political recognition by a particular group or sect has witnessed the increase 

use of children in such fights. This is further portrayed where smaller countries fighting for self-

defence or medium-sized countries committed to supra-national military alliances, hoping with 

the mobilization of sufficient forces, to maintain their great power status overseas, while at the 

same time guaranteeing multiple collective security commitments have recruited children to 

achieve this purpose.35   

The cost of procuring highly professional forces using high technology, weaponry and 

mobilization for territorial defence by government, militias and rebels have brought about the 

recruitment of children in armed conflicts to make up for size and strength of such armed groups.  

                                                 
34 United  Nations,  “The  Responsibility  to  Protect,”  Retrieved  April  17,2021  from  
https://www.un.org/en/preventgenocide/rwanda/assets/pdf/Backgrounder%20R2P%202014.pdf  77 
Clausewitz, C.V. 1976. On War.Eds.; Howard,M. & Paret,P. Princeton: Princeton University Press.  
35 Creveld, M.V. 1991.The Transformation of War.New York: Free Press.  

https://www.un.org/en/preventgenocide/rwanda/assets/pdf/Backgrounder%20R2P%202014.pdf
https://www.un.org/en/preventgenocide/rwanda/assets/pdf/Backgrounder%20R2P%202014.pdf
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Most of these have in common their designation by the international community as “rogue 

states”. The mobilization and preparedness for total war can be seen as a deterrent against 

interference and intervention. This is the case of the regular and irregular forces in Myanmar 

(Also in the Burma army where 70,000 or more estimated soldiers may be children).36 Also the 

10-year armed conflict in Nepal between the security forces and the Communist Party of Nepal 

(CPN) (Maoist)  was brought to an end by a ceasefire in April 2006 which forced King 

Gyanendra to relinquish power following mass demonstrations organized by an alliance of the 

seven mainstream political parties (the Seven-Party Alliance, SPA) and supported by the 

Maoists. During the conflict   the Maoists recruited children both boys and girls, mostly between 

10 and 16 years old in their fight against the state forces. Children from all the Maoist 

organizations performed a range of support tasks, including fund-raising, ‘‘mobilizing’’ 

communities and acting as messengers, spies or providers of food or shelter. Children were also 

used as sentries, bodyguards, logistics assistants and combatants by the Maoist Army, otherwise 

known as the People’s Liberation Army (PLA). It is believed that 6000-9000 of the Maoist’s 

armed forces were children 37. In regions with historical patterns of conflict, the economic 

benefits for natural resources can be vital to the continuance of insurgencies. This was true of the 

conflicts in Liberia and Sierra Leone where child soldiers fought in both countries as 

                                                 
36 Human Rights Watch, "My Gun Was as Tall as Me": Child Soldiers in Burma, 16 October 2002, 2739.  
Retrieved April 17,2021 from https://www.refworld.org/docid/3dae8a8c6.html    
37 Child Soldiers International, Child Soldiers Global Report 2008 - Nepal, 20 May 2008.Retrieved April 17,2021 from 
https://www.refworld.org/docid/486cb11ec.html   

https://www.refworld.org/docid/3dae8a8c6.html
https://www.refworld.org/docid/3dae8a8c6.html
https://www.refworld.org/docid/486cb11ec.html
https://www.refworld.org/docid/486cb11ec.html
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mercenaries.38 According to the TRC’s final report on Liberia, the Armed Forces of Liberia used 

children as underage combatants during the Liberian civil conflicts.39 The same can be claimed 

in Sierra Leone where many children interchangeably fought both the Liberian civil wars and the 

civil conflicts that plagued Sierra Leone for decades.40 It can also be argued that paramilitary or 

rebel groups will more frequently resort to the use of child soldiers, as these groups are often 

active against authoritarian regimes.   

b. Cultural Factor  

Culture is an amorphous concept denoting anything that contributes to the unique character of a 

social group, thereby distinguishing it from other groups. It follows that culture may include 

artefacts, language, laws, customs and moral codes, in fact, a people's entire intellectual and 

material heritage.41 Tradition, which is the process of transmitting knowledge and beliefs to 

future generations, is part and parcel of culture. Not only is tradition the means for keeping a 

culture alive but it is also the means whereby items of culture gain moral authority. It is notable 

that the practice of conscripting child soldiers has been justified culturally in many societies. 

From attributes thought characteristic of particular age groups, society may allocate appropriate 

roles, for instance, because aggression and physical prowess are commonly associated with 

young men, this group is expected to play a warrior role. Older people, on the other hand, are 

                                                 
38 Murphy, W. P. 2003. “Military Patrimonialism and Child Soldier Clientalism in the Liberian and Sierra Leonean 
Civil Wars.” African Studies Review Vol 46, No.2, 61-87.  
39 The Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Liberia. Final Report of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of 
Liberia. Publication No. 1, Vol. 1. Monrovia: Liberia TRC, 2009.  
40 Faulkner, F.2001. “Kindergarten Killers: Morality, Murder and the Child Soldier Problem.” Third World Quarterly. 
Vol 22, No. 4, 491-504.  
41 Kaplan, D. & Manners, R.A.1972. Culture Theory. Englewood Cliffs, N.J: Prentice-Hall.  
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thought to be repositories of knowledge and moral virtue; these attributes dictate their roles as 

rulers, policymakers and arbitrators.42 Many societies define the boundaries of childhood and 

adulthood in social terms rather than by a chronological age.43  

Children are often regarded as competent ‘young adults’ and bear significant social, economic, 

and political responsibilities for their families and communities. In Afghanistan, for instance, 24 

years of war, crushing poverty, and absence of investment in social infrastructure beyond family 

mechanisms have made the labour of young people an increasingly crucial coping and survival 

strategy for Afghan households. Boys have been sent to work at everything from carpet weaving 

to street selling, and young men from the age of 14 often travel to Pakistan, Iran, and India to 

find work in the refugee money economies as having responsibilities is culturally regarded as 

beneficial to children’s moral and social development.44 With regards to ‘child soldiering’, 

joining militia groups within such a cultural context naturally become one way for adolescent 

boys to assume their responsibility as many societies conceptualise military participation as a 

part of becoming an adult and thus encourage many under 18-year olds to take on military 

activities.   

                                                 
42 Bennett, T.W. 1998. Using children in armed conflict: a legitimate African tradition? Criminalising the 
recruitment of child soldiers. Retrieved April 17,2021 from 
https://issafrica.s3.amazonaws.com/site/uploads/Mono32.pdf   
43 Honwana, A.2002. Negotiating Post-War Identities: Child Soldiers in Mozambique and Angola, in Contested 
Terrains and Constructed Categories: Contemporary Africa in Focus. Eds. Bond, G..C & Gibson, N.C. New York, 
USA: Westview Press.  
44 De Berry, J. 2003. The Challenges of Programming with Youth in Afghanistan, Paper presented in the RSC Public 
Seminar Series: ‘Adolescents, Armed Conflict and Forced Migration: An International Seminar Series,’ Oxford 
University.  

https://issafrica.s3.amazonaws.com/site/uploads/Mono32.pdf
https://issafrica.s3.amazonaws.com/site/uploads/Mono32.pdf
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Also, courage and the capacity for aggression are strongly associated with the attainment of 

adult masculine status in many eastern African communities.45 Thus, as part of the transition to 

adulthood, boys are often required to display physical strength and tolerance for pain and 

hardship and are trained in various military activities. For example, the Dinka of Sudan 

traditionally initiated adolescent boys into warriorhood between ages 16 and 18, and proving 

oneself as a competent warrior has been a requirement for attaining social adulthood46 many 

societies may regard military recruitment of adolescent boys, particularly of those who have 

already attained their social adulthood through initiation ceremonies, as understandable and 

even natural in the context of war.  

c. Socio-economic Factor  

Children are expected to perform domestic labour from an early age and to help adults with 

whatever work they are doing. In poor rural areas, in particular, children are seen as part of the 

valuable workforce, and people are very open about their need for children’s labour.47  In 

socioeconomic practicality, child labour is also based on norms regarding children’s 

development.  

                                                 
45 Tefferi, H. 2007. Reconstructing adolescence after displacement: Experience from East Africa’. Children & 
Society, Vol 21 Iss.4 ,297-308.  
46 Deng, F.M.1972. The Dinka of the Sudan. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston.  
47 Shepler, S. .2005. Conflicted Childhoods: Fighting Over Child Soldiers in Sierra Leone.  
Thesis. Department of Social and Cultural Studies in Education. University of California, Berkeley.  
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Parents who fail to get their children to perform labour are condemned as ‘spoiling’ their 

children and one who does not work is considered to be a ‘bad child’48. For instance, Sierra 

Leoneans traditionally believe that ‘children cannot simply learn knowledge through intensive 

study but must work hard, endure beatings and suffer sickness to mould their characters and 

earn knowledge.’49Indeed, many societies deliberately create painful and even potentially 

dangerous situations for children to promote their development by teaching them to embrace 

discomfort as opportunity rather than turning it into adversity. Evidence of this practice is 

present across various regional, ethnic, and class groups, demonstrating that children in Sierra 

Leone are raised as active socio-economic agents from an early age and are taught the value of 

hard work and discipline.50 The socio-economic factor for recruiting children most likely 

influenced the way people understood military recruitment during wars, where children were 

regarded as necessary ‘peripheral participants’ who perform various types of ‘domestic’ labour 

for the military community.51 For instance, since work such as fetching water or doing laundry 

has been locally established as ‘children’s work’ the rebels and government armies alike 

recruited children to undertake these tasks.  

  

                                                 
48 Utas, M.2003.Sweet Battlefields: Youth and the Liberian Civil War. Thesis. Department of Cultural Anthropology 
and Ethnology. Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden.  
49 Bledsoe, C.1990.No Success Without Struggle': Social Mobility and Hardship for Foster Children in Sierra Leone.  
Man New Series.Vol.25, No.1, 70-88.  
50 Boyden, J. & Mann, G.2005. Children’s Risk, Resilience and Coping in Extreme Situations in ‘Handbook for  

Working with Children and Youth: Pathways to Resilience Across Cultures and Contexts’. Ed. Ungar,M. Thousand 
Oaks, Sage Publications.  
51 Francis, D.J.2007. Paper Protection' Mechanisms: Child Soldiers and the International Protection of Children in 
Africa's Conflict Zones. The Journal of Modern African Studies. Vol. 45, No. 2, 207-231.  
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Furthermore, young people under the age of 18 have participated in political and military 

struggles to seek justice for their communities. For instance, the civil war in El Salvador (1980- 

1991) had its origin in historical socio-economic inequality and brutal government oppression 

on behalf of elite sectors of society.52   

d. Religious Factor  

Children have been recruited into armed forces and groups due to various reasons, one of which 

is religion. Religious indoctrination often places a notable onus on children and youth to join in 

armed conflict. Religious extremist or an armed group with religious sense of duty have been 

known to recruit children on religious ground to fight for their cause. Children can be more 

vulnerable than adults to the appeal of violent extremism owing to a lack of maturity and 

judgement.53 It is typical for religious extremist to see itself as absolute and other ideologies as 

wrong or false and as such  children growing up under the influence of or inside an extremist 

group whether through the family, school or a religious leader tend to see nothing wrong with 

such ideology especially owing to a lack of maturity ,judgement  and their cognitive and social 

development not yet complete.54   

                                                 
52 Read, K. 2002. When is a Kid a Kid? Negotiating Children’s Rights in El Salvador’s Civil War. 
History of Religions. Vol 41, Iss 4, 391-409.  
53 Children and violent extremism: International standards and responses from criminal justice systems. Retrieved  

April  23,2021  from  https://cdn.penalreform.org/wp- 
content/uploads/2017/03/PRI_Children_and_violentextremism_Briefing.pdf    
54 Violent Extremism Online.  Retrieved  April  23,2021  from https://s3-eu-west- 
1.amazonaws.com/pelastakaalapset/main/2019/03/31162948/StCF_Violent_Extremism_online.pdf    

https://cdn.penalreform.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/PRI_Children_and_violentextremism_Briefing.pdf
https://cdn.penalreform.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/PRI_Children_and_violentextremism_Briefing.pdf
https://cdn.penalreform.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/PRI_Children_and_violentextremism_Briefing.pdf
https://cdn.penalreform.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/PRI_Children_and_violentextremism_Briefing.pdf
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/pelastakaalapset/main/2019/03/31162948/StCF_Violent_Extremism_online.pdf
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/pelastakaalapset/main/2019/03/31162948/StCF_Violent_Extremism_online.pdf
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/pelastakaalapset/main/2019/03/31162948/StCF_Violent_Extremism_online.pdf
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/pelastakaalapset/main/2019/03/31162948/StCF_Violent_Extremism_online.pdf
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/pelastakaalapset/main/2019/03/31162948/StCF_Violent_Extremism_online.pdf
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/pelastakaalapset/main/2019/03/31162948/StCF_Violent_Extremism_online.pdf
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/pelastakaalapset/main/2019/03/31162948/StCF_Violent_Extremism_online.pdf
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/pelastakaalapset/main/2019/03/31162948/StCF_Violent_Extremism_online.pdf
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Religious extremism is not bound to any particular religious movements, and any belief 

systems’ broad symbolism and semantics can be used as justification for violent activity. In 

Thailand for instance, historical grievances and a sense of religious duty appeared to be central 

factors driving Malay-Muslims to take part in the armed struggle.55 Children as young as 14 

were recruited into the ranks of the dominant armed opposition group, the Patani Malay 

National Revolutionary Front (Barisan Revolusi Nasional Melayu Patani or BRN).  

Recruitment into the ranks of the BRN was triggered by a sense of historical grievances and 

injustice and by a perceived religious obligation to fight against those seen as representing or 

supporting the Thai government.56 A member of the BRN who joined in 1992 in Narathiwat, at 

the age of 16, told Child Soldiers International that his ustadz (‘religious teacher’), who taught 

Islamic subjects in his secondary school, taught him about the history of the Patani Sultanate in 

informal sessions conducted in a small group outside the classroom. He was told that Pattani 

was formerly Dar-al Islam, a land governed by Muslim rulers where shari’a (‘Islamic Law’) 

was the supreme law, and that it was the duty of Malay-Muslims to reclaim this status by 

fighting for the independence of Patani. Another former militant, recruited in 2002 at the age of 

17, was also reportedly inspired by a sense of religious obligation. He said that a relative, who 

                                                 
55 McCargo, D.2008. Tearing apart the land: Islam and legitimacy in Southern Thailand. Cornell University Press.  
56 International Crisis Group. 2009.Recruiting Militants in Southern Thailand. Retrieved April 23,2021 from 
https://www.refworld.org/pdfid/4a3f752f2.pdf    

https://www.refworld.org/pdfid/4a3f752f2.pdf
https://www.refworld.org/pdfid/4a3f752f2.pdf
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was an Islamic teacher, told him that Malay-Muslims had a duty to wage a jihad to regain their 

Patani homeland.57  

In Afghanistan, the Taliban58 recruitment often follows a “traditionalist” method that works with 

and through family, tribal, ethnic and local religious networks .In the fight for their religious 

beliefs, they often targeted the children because the idea of a righteous jihad can easily be sold 

to the younger generation, who have no proper understanding of what it entails. A young former 

Taliban fighter in an interview highlights how he was recruited by the Taliban to fight, he stated 

‘’ The Taliban commanders summoned me to their commission meeting. They told me to start 

jihad and gave me an IED [improvised explosive device to plant. I carried out the order and then 

became known as a Taliban commander.59  

4.0. Forms of recruitment  

 Even though most child soldiers are between 15 and 18 years old, significant recruitment starts 

at the age of 10 and the use of even younger children has been recorded. Many of these have 

been forced to join armed forces (governmental or non-governmental) by intimidation, abduction 

or other forms of violence. Others volunteer, mostly because they do not know where else to go, 

                                                 
57 Ongoing recruitment and use of children by armed groups. Retrieved April 23,2021 from 
https://www.refworld.org/pdfid/55a4e9214.pdf    
58 The Taliban is a sunni Islamist nationalist and pro-pashtun movement founded in the early 1990s.The 
movement’s founding nucleus the word “Taliban” is Pashto for “students” was composed majorly of men 
studying Islam in Afghan and Pakistani madrasas or religious schools.  
59 Fazli,R., Johnson.C., & Cooke,P.2015. Understanding and countering violent extremism in Afghanistan. United 
States Institute of Peace: Special Report 379.  

https://www.refworld.org/pdfid/55a4e9214.pdf
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or because they seek food, shelter and security.60 The recruitment of child soldiers could take 

different forms such as force recruitment which could be through abduction, kidnapping or 

intimidation and voluntary recruitment. Also, recruitment of child soldiers could be made 

compulsory by government or a fighting faction. These forms of recruitment would be examined.   

4.1. Forced Recruitment  

Forcible recruitment of child soldiers by combatant groups occurs in a variety of contexts. 

Former child soldiers have described abduction and kidnapping of children from their families 

in the course of raids or fighting.  

  i)  Abduction and Kidnapping  

Abduction is the act of taking a person away by means of fraud, persuasion by threat of violence 

or by force. Kidnapping, by comparison, is limited to a threat of violence or forcefully taking 

adults or the by the taking of children61. During wars children are often abducted. They may be 

treated brutally or killed and may be victims of sexual violence or may be used as soldiers. The 

abduction of children during conflict is one of the six grave violations identified and condemned 

by the UN Security Council. In times of war, children are too often abducted by parties to 

conflict and subjected to brutal treatment. In many cases, the abduction of children is the 

precursor to other grave violations.  

                                                 
60 Amnesty International, Child soldiers: one of the worst abuses of child labour, AI Index: IOR 42 /01 /99  

January  1999.Retrieved  April  24,2021  from  
https://www.amnesty.org/download/Documents/148000/ior420011999en.pdf   
61 West Encyclopedia of American Law. 2008.Abduction. 2nd ed. Retrieved April 24,2021 from  
https://legaldictionary.thefreedictionary.com/abduction  
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Children can be abducted to be killed or maimed, to become victims of sexual violence or to be 

recruited to the ranks of an army or armed groups. In some instances, abducted children are 

detained arbitrarily by governments or armed groups. Parties to conflict also abduct children in 

systematic campaigns of violence and reprisal against civilians. In the 1990s and early 2000s in 

northern Uganda, the Lord’s Resistance Army notoriously used systematic abductions as its 

modus operandi to recruit children and commit sexual violence. Also in recent years, Boko 

Haram and ISIL also used systematic abductions of children as methods of warfare. Armed 

groups abduct children in greater numbers and use abductions as a tactic to terrorize or target 

particular ethnic groups or religious communities.62  

For instance, The Lord’s Resistance Army, a rebel group in northern Uganda, has abducted 

more than 20,000 children as fighters, porters, and sex slaves during the 18-year-old civil war 

against the government of President Yoweri Museveni.63 Also details were showed how, in 

Somalia, over 1,600 children were abducted by Al-Shabaab, pointing to a sustained reliance on 

children for combat and support duties. Furthermore, The United Nations verified the abduction 

of 32 children, all by ISIL and seven abducted children were found dead in Anbar. Also, a 7-

year-old girl, who had been abducted in Mosul, was found by ISF with a personborne 

improvised explosive device, walking among civilians. One boy and one girl, aged 17, were 

                                                 
62 Abduction of children. Retrieved April 24,2021 from https://childrenandarmedconflict.un.org/six-
graveviolations/abduction-of-children/   
63 Davison, A.2004. Child Soldiers: no longer a minor incident. Willamette Journal of International Law & Dispute 
Resolution. Vol.12,130-32.  
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abducted from their homes when ISIL attacked their village in Kirkuk.64 A released female child 

soldier by name Rose abducted by the South-Sudanese rebels recounts her experience as she 

stated ‘‘It was exactly 9:00 in the morning in 2015 when a group of armed men stormed our 

Mathematics class. Eleven children, five were girls including me, were told to stand up and walk 

without making any noise. We were warned that anyone who will resist will be shot’’.65  

These children when abducted were made to take food laced with marijuana, gun powder, and 

cocaine. A former child soldier stated that he and other child soldiers were given “[marijuana], 

cocaine, dugee [tablets] and spirits to make us brave.” Although the children often drank and 

smoked voluntarily, the drugs were given to them by their commanders, and many children 

believed the substances were “medicine” for protection. Children were also subject to forced 

recruitment techniques that included seizure at checkpoints or random abduction from roads or 

streets. Knowledge that boys were particularly targeted for forced recruitment led many to 

remain in hiding during certain periods of the conflict. Some statement givers recounted their 

fear of sending boys in their families out to find food or water for fear that they would not 

return. One of such statement givers commented that “Liberia was not safe for young men” like 

himself because of their vulnerability to forced recruitment.66  

                                                 
64 A/72/865–S/2018/465 Report of the Secretary-General to the General Assembly at its Seventy second session on 
16 May 2018 on Children and armed conflict.  
65 Abducted and raped, former child soldier fights for her future: “I am not ashamed”. Retrieved April 24,2021 
from https://www.wvi.org/stories/south-sudan/abducted-and-raped-former-child-soldier-fights-her-future-i-
amnot-ashamed   
66 The Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Liberia. Op.cit.55.  
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4.2. Intimidation   

Intimidation means to intentionally say or do something which would cause a person of ordinary 

sensibilities to be fearful of bodily harm.67  It is employed to frighten a person to do something 

he or she would not ordinarily want to do. Since 1994, Human Rights Watch has reported on the 

use and recruitment of child soldiers in many countries with both girls and boys used as child 

soldiers. Because children are often physically vulnerable, easily intimidated, and susceptible to 

psychological manipulation, they typically make obedient soldiers. For instance, Burma had 

recruited tens of thousands of boys into its national army, typically by force, coercion or 

intimidation. They are often told that if they refuse to join the army, they will be forced to go to 

jail. They are deliberately cut off from contact with their families, they are treated brutally by 

their superiors and often prevented from fraternizing even amongst themselves. After training 

they are sent off to distant battalions, where they are further brutalized by their commanders and 

taught to view the local population as their enemy.68  

 Furthermore, there were dire consequences of refusing to join a fighting faction. Children were 

presented with the choice to join a particular fighting faction or face being beaten, tortured, or 

killed for refusing to do so. As described by one former child soldier, in 1992 at age 15, he was 

forced to take up arms by an NPFL general who told him to “choose between life and death.” A 

14-year-old boy, captured and tortured with his father, reported that the rebels forced him to 

smoke opium, beat him, slapped him and tortured his father in front of him in an effort to 

                                                 
67 What is intimidation? Retrieved April 24,2021 from https://www.lectlaw.com/def/i064.htm   
68 Human Rights Watch, Coercion and Intimidation of Child Soldiers to Participate in Violence, 16 April 2008, 
number 1.  
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persuade him to join their forces. An 11-year-old survivor of a raid was jailed by the perpetrators 

for three days and given the option to “join the rebels or be killed.’’69 The systematic application 

of this form of forced recruitment have proven to be potent in the recruitment of children to fight 

as combatants by government forces, armed groups and rebels because of the fear of being hurt 

4.3. Voluntary Recruitment  

Although children may be forcibly recruited by both government armies and opposition groups, 

they sometimes however voluntarily join these groups. It has been argued that the recruitment of 

roughly two out of every three child soldiers involves some form of voluntary enlistment.70 This 

assertion has been confirmed by empirical evidence: a survey conducted in East Asia found that 

57% of the children had volunteered.71 Another survey of child soldier in four African countries 

found that 64% had joined under no threat of violence.72 In Nepal for example, interviews were 

conducted with 258 former child soldiers who participated in a communist (Maoist) revolution. 

Of these child soldiers 80% joined “voluntarily”, reasons cited for joining included escaping 

difficult life situations, inability to achieve other goals in life, an appealing philosophy of the 

armed group and poor economic conditions were more frequently endorsed among boys than 

                                                 
69 The Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Liberia.Op.cit.62  
70 Singer, P.W.2006. Children at War. Berkeley, CA: University of California Press.  
71 UNICEF. Adult Wars, Child Soldiers: voices of children involved in armed conflict in the east Asia and pacific 
region. Retrieved May 17,2021 from  https://www.unicef.org/sowc06/pdfs/pub_adultwars_en.pdf   
72 ILO/IPEC. 2003.“Wounded childhood: The use of children in armed conflict. Retrieved May 17,2021 from 
https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_emp/---emp_ent/--
ifp_crisis/documents/publication/wcms_116566.pdf    
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girls.73  Their motivation for joining lies in a lot factors defining their lives. It has been 

estimated by experts that voluntary participation exceeds forced recruitment.74 Children 

volunteer for the military and armed groups because of certain factors influencing their 

experience such as political, social, economic, cultural, religious, revenge and family 

disintegration123.   

 Also, an emerging issue is the fact that a number of adolescents join armed forces or groups 

because they are running away from an abusive, chaotic or exploitative domestic situation and of 

the need to protect themselves, including particularly from rape and sexual violence.124 There is a 

particularly high correlation between domestic exploitation, physical or sexual abuse and the 

decision mainly of girls to run away and volunteer to join up. This decision is linked to the 

greater prevalence of sexual abuse of adolescent girls, as well as their use for domestic labour 

whether in their own homes, in the extended family or elsewhere. On the other hand, boys often 

cited providing for family, protecting others and in most cases domestic violence as being a 

factor in their decision to join.75  

Similarly, the social environment of a child influences the way they see things. Families, peer 

groups, and religious or other community-based groups may exert pressure that leads or 

                                                 
73 Kohrt,B.A., Rai.S., Tol, W. A.,Yang,M., Bhardwa,A.,& Jordans M. J. D. 2016. recruitment of child soldiers in 
Nepal: mental health status and risk factors for voluntary participation of youth in armed groups. Peace and 
Conflict: Journal of Peace Psychology. Vol 22, No. 3, 208 –216.  
74 Cohn, I & Goodwin-Gill, G.S.1994. Child soldiers: the role of children in armed conflict. Oxford; New York: Oxford 
University Press. 123 Ibid 124  A 16-year-old girl interviewed from the Democratic Republic of Congo stated “when 
you are a girl, you know what men will do; you will be abused, you catch diseases, you can have children… the 
men here, they believe they can treat you how they want; they don’t ask whether you agree or not.”  
75 Brett, R.2003. Adolescents volunteering for armed forces or armed groups. International Review of the Red  
Cross , Vol. 85 , Iss. 852, 857 – 866.  
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encourages children to join armed hostilities.76 In some societies giving a child as a volunteer is 

viewed as noble.77 For instance, in Sri Lanka, the community viewed child soldiers as heroes and 

received special favours, which included tax exemptions and preferential treatment at job 

interviews. Indeed, they may not volunteer merely out of special favours, but because of their 

desire to be seen as doing an honorary act.128  Although Some have argued that no child soldier 

legitimately volunteers to fight in armed conflicts which is usually because of extreme 

circumstances like hunger, poverty, abandonment, the death of parents and family, disease and 

the lack of even basic medical services or the threat of violence or property confiscation will 

leave a child (or his/her parents) little choice but to offer his/her services to a “cause.”78  

 

5.0. Child Rights and International Human Rights Law  

 International Human rights Law (IHRL)79 is a set of international rules, established by treaty or 

custom, on the basis of which individuals and groups can expect and/or claim certain rights that 

                                                 
76 Coalition to Stop the Use of Child Soldiers.2007. International Forum on armed groups and the Involvement of 
children in armed conflict: Summary of themes and discussions. Retrieved May 17,2021 from 
https://archive.crin.org/en/docs/CAAC_forum_0807.pdf   
77 The ILO/IPEC.2003 reports on the impact of the mix of forced and voluntary recruits on the management of the 
organization. For example, in Burundi only the children who had volunteered were allowed to visit home. 128 
Abbott,A.B. 2000. Child soldiers-the use of children as instruments of war. 23 Suffolk Transnational Law Review.   
78 Freeland, S.2008. Mere Children or Weapons of War - Child Soldiers and International Law. University of La 
Verne Law Review. Vol 29,19-55.  
79 Universal instruments of IHRL include Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide 
(1948),Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (1965), Convention on the rights of the 
child(1989),International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (1966),International Covenant on Economic, Social 
and Cultural Rights (1966),Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women 
(1979),Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment 
(1984),Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989),International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All 
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must be respected and protected by their states. The body of international human rights standards 

also contains numerous non-treaty-based principles and guidelines. IHRL applies, in principle, at 

all times that is in peacetime and during armed conflict unlike the international human rights law 

which applies solely during armed conflict.80 The same general human rights accorded adults 

also form the inherent rights of Children and young people as well as specific rights that 

recognizes their special needs. They are human beings and are also the subject of their own 

rights. Though children start life totally dependent on adults and the society, they are neither the 

properties of parents nor of the state, they too have equal status as members of the human 

family.81  

Children’s rights are human rights specifically adapted to the child because they take into 

account their fragility, vulnerability and specific needs that are appropriate to their age. Child’s 

rights are human rights that protect the child as a human being. As human rights, children’s 

rights are constituted by fundamental human rights such as the right to life, the 

nondiscrimination principle, the right to dignity through the protection of physical and mental 

integrity (protection against slavery, torture and bad treatments), civil and political rights, such as 

                                                                                                                                                       
Migrant Workers and Members of their Families (1999),International Convention for the Protection of All Persons 
from Enforced Disappearance (2006),Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (2006), Convention on 
the Prohibition and immediate action for the elimination of the worst forms of child labour (1999),  Regional 
instruments  include European Convention on Human Rights (1950),American Convention on Human Rights 
(1969),African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights (1981), African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the 
Child(1990).  
80 What is the difference between IHL and Human rights law? Retrieved June 7,2021 from 
https://www.icrc.org/en/document/what-difference-between-ihl-and-human-rights-law   
81 Child rights and why they matter: every right, for every child. Retrieved June 7,2021 from 
https://www.unicef.org/child-rights-convention/child-rights-why-they-matter   
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the right to identity and the right to a nationality; economic, social and cultural rights such as the 

right to education, the right to a decent standard of living and the right to health; individual rights 

such as the right to live with his or her parents, the right to benefit from protection and  collective 

rights such as rights of refugee and disabled children, of minority children or from 

autochthonous groups.82  

The foundation of modern international legal concern with the rights of children was established 

by the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) in 1989. For the first time, 

this convention set out a comprehensive code of children’s rights in international human rights 

law.83 Earlier aspirational and nonbinding instruments had appeared under the auspices of the 

League of Nations in 1924 and the United Nations in 1959. A distinctive feature of the CRC is 

the influence of non-governmental organizations (NGOs), both in its drafting and in the 

monitoring processes of implementation.  Child’s rights are not confined to the traditional 

boundaries of international law, but in addition with the emergence of jurisprudence of children’s 

rights from a number of superior and constitutional courts, which have increasingly 

acknowledged and analysed the provisions of the CRC over the last thirty years.   

 In addition to the United Nations, there are also a number of other international bodies that have 

produced various treaties and soft law instruments and initiatives relating to particular aspects of 

children’s rights. Additionally, the Hague Conference on Private International Law has also built 

                                                 
82 Rights of the child. Retrieved June 7,2021 from https://www.humanium.org/en/child-rights/    
83 Alston, P. &Tobin J.2005. Laying The Foundations for Children’s Rights. Retrieved June 7,2021 from 
https://www.unicef-irc.org/publications/pdf/ii_layingthefoundations.pdf   
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an increasingly strong international voice on some child law issues. At present, there are four 

principal Hague Conventions in this area, covering inter country adoption, international child 

abduction, child support, and the protection of children. 84 

6.0. The illegality of the use of children as combatants in armed conflicts.  

The phenomenon of actively recruiting minors by persuasion or coercion to fight in or otherwise 

provide support for state and non-state parties in armed conflict has been a disturbing and 

challenging global development. This increase takes place primarily with non-state armed 

political groups, most of which operate well outside of and in flagrant disregard for any notions 

of human rights or international humanitarian law.85 The Participation by children in armed 

hostilities occurs too frequently. This participation may range from aiding combatants to the 

actual recruitment of children as combatants in national armed forces and other armed groups. 

The 1977 Additional Protocols were the first international treaties to cover such situations. 

States were obliged to take all feasible measures to prevent children under 15 from taking direct 

part in hostilities. It expressly prohibits their recruitment into the armed forces and encourages 

Parties to give priority in recruiting among those aged from 15 to 18 to the oldest86  and the 

                                                 
84 Estin, A.L. 2010.Families Across Borders: The Hague Children’s Conventions and The Case for International Family 
Law in the United States.  Florida Law Review, Vol 62, No.1,47-108.  
85 Fox, M.J.2005. Child soldiers and international law: patchwork gains and conceptual debates. Human Rights 
Review.Vol 7 Iss.1, 27–48.  
86 Art.77(2) Protocol Additional to The Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, And Relating to the Protection of 
Victims of International Armed Conflicts (Protocol I),1977.  
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prohibition of both the recruitment and participation in direct or indirect hostilities by children 

under 15 years of age87  

 The CRC which covers all the fundamental rights of the child extends the field of application of 

the Additional protocol 1 with respect to the recruitment and participation of children in armed 

conflict by urging states parties to take all feasible measures to ensure that those aged of less 

than 15 years do not take a direct part in hostilities88 and that priority be given in recruitment to 

the oldest of those aged between 15 and 1889. The 1998 Rome Statute made the practice of 

conscripting, enlisting, or using children under the age of fifteen in hostilities a war crime, the 

International Labour Organization adopted the Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention 

(Convention 182), which prohibited the forced recruitment of children under the age of eighteen 

for use in armed conflict, the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on 

the Involvement of Children in Armed Conflict, established eighteen as the minimum age for 

participation in armed conflict, for compulsory or forced recruitment, and for any recruitment by 

non-governmental armed groups, the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child, 

although only a regional treaty, also established eighteen as a minimum age for recruitment and 

participation in hostilities.  

 

 

                                                 
87 Art.4(3)(c) Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the Protection of 
Victims of Non-International Armed Conflicts (Protocol II),1977.  
88 Art.38(2) The Convention on the rights of the Child,1989.  
89 Art.38(3) The Convention on the rights of the Child,1989.  
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7.0. International law Position against the Recruitment of Child Soldiers 

7.1. The Convention on the rights of the Child 

The Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC), adopted on 20 November 1989, is the most 

widely ratified human rights treaty to date, where there is undoubtedly a consensus that certain 

rights and protection should be granted to children. The United Nations’ Convention on the 

Rights of the Child is an example of an international human rights law instrument and it was 

drafted in order to fill the gap in the international legal framework which lacked a 

comprehensive and fundamental corpus of laws concerned solely with the protection of 

children’s rights.90 The “law applicable to them” must include not only treaties to which States 

are parties but also relevant rules of customary international law.91 The Convention covered a 

wide range of child rights including naming, rights to speech and assembly, protection from 

neglect, and to a variety of social services. The rights of a child in armed conflict are provided 

specifically under Article 3892 of the CRC. Article 38 proceeds along two axes. It establishes 

                                                 
90 Madubuike-Ekwe, J.N.2005. The international legal standards adopted to stop the participation of children in 
armed conflicts. Annual Survey of International & Comparative Law. Vol. 11, Iss. 1,29-48.  
91 Malsen, S.1996. Relevance of the Convention on the Rights of the Child to Children in armed Conflict. 
Transnational Law & Contemporary Problems. Vol 6,329-344.  
92 Article 38 (1) States Parties undertake to respect and to ensure respect for rules of international humanitarian 
law, (2) States Parties shall take all feasible measures to ensure that persons who have not attained the age of 15 
years do not take a direct part in hostilities, (3) States Parties shall refrain from recruiting any person who has not 
attained the age of 15 years into their armed forces. In recruiting among those persons who have attained the age 
of 15 years but who have not attained the age of eighteen years, States Parties shall endeavour to give priority to 
those who are oldest applicable to them in armed conflicts which are relevant to the child,(4) In accordance with 
their obligations under international humanitarian law to protect the civilian population in armed conflicts, States 
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parameters regarding the ability of states to recruit or directly use children in hostilities. Article 

38 thereby addresses the ‘child soldier’ or in more contemporary parlance, the ‘child associated 

with armed forces or armed groups. Armed forces are national militaries, which article 38 

explicitly mentions, while armed groups are non-state actors (e.g., rebel groups and militias). 

Secondly, article 38 protects children who, though not recruited into the armed forces or groups 

or directly used to participate in hostilities are otherwise affected by armed conflict (child 

civilians), on this note, article 38 references the rules of a separate body of law which is the 

international humanitarian law.93  

Article 38’s twin axes restrict insofar as restricting children’s recruitment and use in hostilities 

help preserve their civilian status in times of armed conflict with the intention pursuant to 

international humanitarian law that they receive specific protections that exceed those available 

to adults. Despite the widespread global acceptance of the CRC with respect to the prohibition 

against recruitment and participation, Article 38(2) can hardly be said to have settled the 

problem of children becoming involved in hostilities. It merely repeats the terms of article 77(2) 

Additional protocol 1 to the Geneva Conventions with all the ambiguities and failings of that 

article. Article 38 has been described as an anomaly in using 15-year age minimum for child 

soldiers while in all other respects the CRC's general definitions of a child is any person below 

                                                                                                                                                       
Parties shall take all feasible measures to ensure protection and care of children who are affected by an armed 
conflict.  
93 Doswald-Beck,L & Vite,S.1993. International humanitarian law and human rights law. International Review of the 
Red Cross, No. 293.  
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the age of 18.94 However, by the virtue of article 41 of the CRC, states in favour of the 

minimum age of 18 years are free to interpret Article 38(2) which provides that any conflict 

between the provisions of the Convention and obligations under municipal or international law 

must be settled in favour of whichever rule gives the child the greatest protection.9596 As such, 

Article 38 of CRC was considered an innovation because it based human rights law on 

humanitarian law. The CRC applies to all children in all circumstances with the exception only 

of the United States, South Sudan and Somalia - the three countries not yet parties to it.157 The 

CRC has no enforcement mechanisms, therefore making its enforceability dependent upon the 

domestic laws of each nation.97 The CRC however has an implementation mechanism that uses 

a periodic reporting system by the State Parties to the Committee on the Rights of the Child, 

which monitors implementation of the provisions recognized in the CRC.98  

7.2. The African Charter on the rights and welfare of the Child.  

The African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child (ACRWC) is the only regional 

treaty in the world which addresses the issues of child soldiers. It was adopted by the 

Organization of African Unity (OAU) in 1990 and came into force in November 1999, builds on 

                                                 
94 Renteln, A.D.1999. The child soldier: The challenge of enforcing international standards. Whittier Law Review 
Vol.21,191–206.  
95 Bennett, T.W.1998. Criminalizing the Recruitment of Child Soldiers-Using Children in Armed Conflicts, in 
MONOGRAPH No.32: using children in armed conflict: a legitimate African tradition? Retrieved June 17,2021 from 
https://issafrica.s3.amazonaws.com/site/uploads/Mono32.pdf   
96 th Anniversary of the convention on the rights of the child. Retrieved June 17,2021 from 
https://www.hrw.org/news/2014/11/17/25th-anniversary-convention-rights-child    
97 Abbott,A.B. 2000.Op.cit.17  
98 Art.44(1)(a) and (b) The Convention on the Rights of a Child.  
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the 1979 Declaration on the Rights and Welfare of the African Child.99 The Preamble states that 

“the child occupies a unique and privileged position in the African society” and requires legal 

protection as well as “particular care with regard to health, physical, mental, moral and social 

development. The use of children by armed forces and groups and the need to institute a 

minimum age for military service was one significant reason for the adoption of the Charter.100 

Remarkably, as of June 2019, the ratification of the ACRWC stood at forty-nine countries. The 

latest ratification of the Charter was by Sao Tome and Principe in April 2019. Currently, there 

are six countries that have not ratified the Charter, these are the Democratic Republic of the  

  

Congo (DRC), Morocco, Saharawi Republic, Somalia, South Sudan and Tunisia.101 The 

charter’s provisions regarding children in armed conflicts attempt to advance the provisions 

contained in Article 38(2) of the CRC.  Article 22(1)(2) and (3) of the charter was allocated to 

protect the rights of children in situations of armed conflict. Article 22(2) of the charter replaces 

the expression ‘’persons who have not attained the age of 15 years” that is used by the CRC in 

Article 38(2) by the word “no child’’. It follows therefore that given the strict definition in 

Article 3 of the charter this means that the age of protection under the charter is 18 years without 

                                                 
99 Bueren,G.1995.Op.cit.23  
100 Muthoga, L.G.1992. “Introducing the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child and the 
Convention on the Rights of the Child”, paper delivered at the International Conference on the Rights of the Child, 
Community Law Centre, University of the Western Cape, 1992.  
101 Mezmur, B.D.2019. Taking measures without taking measurements? An insider’s reflections on monitoring the 
implementation of the African Children’s Charter in a changing context of armed conflict. International Review of 
the Red Cross: Vol 101, Iss.911, 623 – 651.  

https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&field-author=Geraldine+Bueren&text=Geraldine+Bueren&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
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exception.102 Furthermore  Article 22(2) of the charter prohibits the recruitment and use of 

children under the age of 18 in both international and internal armed conflicts and requires that  

States “take all necessary measures to ensure that no child shall take a direct part in hostilities 

and refrain in particular, from recruiting any child”.  

Furthermore, the ACRWC adopts a “straight 18” position whereby the recruitment and use of 

persons below the age of 18 in hostilities is prohibited with no exceptions. The rule on the 

protection and care of children who are affected by armed conflict also applies “to children in 

situations of internal armed conflicts, tension and strife.”103  The African Committee of Experts 

on the Rights and Welfare of the Child (the ACERWC) has a mandate to formulate and lay 

down principles and rules aimed at protecting the rights and welfare of children in Africa.104 It 

provides for the obligations to respect ensure respect, refrain from, take necessary measures, 

promote, fulfil protect and ensure protection.105 It is imperative that these obligations are able to 

address violations affecting children in situations of armed conflict.106 The protection of 

children in armed conflict is informed by an international legal framework, which is useful in 

dealing with the violations of children’s rights in armed conflict, tension and strife. Some of the 

notable violations include the recruitment and use of children by armed forces or groups, killing 

                                                 
102 Gose, M.2002. The African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child: an assessment of the legal value of 
its substantive provisions by means of a direct comparison to the convention on the rights of the child. Thesis.  
Human Rights and Democratisation in Africa. Community Law Centre, University of the Western Cape. Ixx +141.  
103 Art.22(3) African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child.  
104 Art. 42 (a) (ii) African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child.  
105 These obligations discussed in this section refers to the obligation provided under Art.22 of the ARCWC.  
106 May, R. &Furley, O.2006. Ending Africa’s Wars; progressing to peace.1st ed. England: Routledge publishers.  
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and maiming of children, rape and sexual violence, abduction, attacks on schools and hospitals, 

and the denial of humanitarian access by parties to armed conflict, tension and strife.  

The international legal framework includes international humanitarian law107 and international 

human rights law.108 Armed conflicts, tension and strife stifle the best interests of the child as 

they affect the development of children physically, socially, psychologically, economically and 

culturally; and affect the enjoyment of their rights. Article 22 read in conjunction with Article  

4(1) places obligations on State Parties to use the best interests’ principle in all matters affecting 

children including children and armed conflict. A reading of Article 16 and 22 of the ACRWC 

shows that the State has to carry out its mandatory obligations under Article 16 despite the 

existence of circumstances that fall within the bounds of armed conflict, tension and strife. The 

prohibition against torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment recognises one of the grave 

violations that requires parties to a conflict not to rape or otherwise sexually abuse children. The 

charter is a guide to the obligation of States Parties in the prevention of the violations of the 

rights of children in armed conflict and these obligations include legislative, administrative and 

                                                 
107 These include the Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War (Geneva 
Convention IV), the additional Protocol to the Geneva Conventions relating to the protection of victims of 
international armed conflicts (Protocol I), and the additional Protocol to the Geneva Conventions relating to the 
protection of victims of non-international armed conflicts (Protocol II).  
108 These include the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC), the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of 
the Child (ACRWC), the Convention concerning the Prohibition and Immediate Action for the Elimination of the 
Worst Forms of Child Labour (ILO Convention 182), the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the 
Child on the involvement of children in armed conflict (OPAC), and the Principles and Guidelines on Children 
Associated with Armed Forces or Armed Groups (Paris Principles).  
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other measures that should be taken by States Parties to protect the rights of children in 

situations of, or affected by armed conflict.109  

  

Conclusion & Recommendations  

The evolution of international instruments to address the phenomenon of child soldiering clearly 

demonstrates an endeavour to delineate childhood as a space for the special protection that must 

be violence free. The continued conscription of children in military ranks by state and non-state 

armed forces presents one of the greatest challenges to this issue. Law-creating processes have 

achieved some progress in establishing a prohibition regime on child soldiering and key 

elements have attained the status of international customary law. At the same time, the ongoing 

changes in the interpretation and framing of the norm will continue to define the future of a 

prohibition regime. With the current widespread use of child soldiers, the international 

community is faced with the difficult problem of protecting these children, who should be 

treated primarily as victims, not perpetrators, of human rights violations due to the contention on 

the criminal responsibility of such children. The governments involved must fulfil international 

humanitarian, human rights, and criminal law commitments towards former child soldiers. This 

should be done in accordance with the general purposes of the CRC protection and promotion of 

children’s rights and consider into account the emotional, mental and intellectual maturity. The 

                                                 
109 The African Union Disarmament, Demobilisation Reintegration Capacity Program; DDR and Children 
Operational Guidelines. Retrieved June 17 ,2021 from http://www.peaceau.org/uploads/au-operational-
guidancenote-on-children-in-ddr.pdf    
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governments should promote the well-being and best interest of children. They should choose 

rehabilitation and reintegration over criminal prosecution.  

The development of international standards concerning the involvement of children in armed 

conflict has been significant. The widespread acceptance of the Optional Protocol on the 

Involvement of Children in Armed Conflict has been a big step forward. However, despite these 

developments, protracted conflicts and the threat of new ones still call for vigilance and 

commitment from the international community. The following recommendations will help to 

deal with the scourge of child soldiering around the globe.  

a. Implementation, reporting and monitoring mechanisms.   

The implementation, reporting, and monitoring mechanisms of existing laws protecting child 

soldiers need to be strengthened and more practical, by ensuring they are enforced to the fullest 

measure. Committees set up for the purpose of monitoring these laws should ensure that these 

laws are adequately followed by closely monitoring the implementation of these laws 

particularly at the grass root level.  

b. Bridging the gap between the law and implementation  

Understanding the context in which children become soldiers and using the practical knowledge 

gained concerning child soldiering to identify practical solutions. Building bridges and 

networking with relevant authorities who have a better understanding of what drives a particular 

conflict or armed group.  

c. Revision of the laws concerning child soldiers  
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There should be laws both at the international and domestic level stipulating stiffer penalties for 

violators.  In cases where armed forces of a state are involved sanctions such as restriction of 

economic or commercial relations, communication and even diplomatic relations should be 

imposed.   

The difficulty of balancing cries for justice with the best interests of children has resulted in a 

clear gap in international criminal law. Victimhood must win out over prosecution in achieving 

the best interest of a child. This could be achieved by making prominent the age of 18 as the age 

of criminal culpability in the laws relating to child soldiers. This approach also aligns with the 

ICC, which excludes anyone who was below that age at the commission of their crimes from its 

jurisdiction. Setting the minimum age of criminal responsibility at 18 is also consistent with the 

shift in international law toward prohibiting the recruitment and use of children under that age in 

armed conflicts. Rather than forcing children to stand trial, the focus must be on rehabilitating 

former child soldiers and promoting the reintegration of children into their communities this is 

because “Children are humanity’s most valuable investment in the future. Rehabilitation should 

at all times be chosen over criminal prosecution.  

There should be a creation of a special unit/task force by the United Nations aimed solely for the 

investigation and monitoring of the recruitment of child soldiers in conflict areas around the 

world and make a referral to the ICC for prosecution of such violators. This is to ensure fewer 

procedural steps for the prosecution of violators. This is because the provisions of Art.13 of the 

ICC make it difficult for the court to prosecute such violators because of the manner in which 
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matters are to be brought before the court but with this approach, recruiters of children are made 

to face the law.   
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